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Major Neurotransmitters (NT)

� Acetylcholine (ACh): movement, learning, memory, 
autonomic functions

� Serotonin (SE): mood, appetite, sleep

� Dopamine (DA): motivation, reward, planning of 
behavior

� Norepinephrine (NE): mood, attention, vigilance

� GABA: mood, major inhibitor (decreases)

� Glutamate: learning, memory, major excitatory effect 
(increases)

Normal Neurotransmitter Action

�Action potential triggers release of NT

�NT spreads message to next neuron

�NT is either broken down in the 
synapse by enzymes or pumped back 
into the neuron (reuptake), ending its 
action

Drugs Change Normal 
Neurotransmitter (NT) Action

�Agonist: mimics neurotransmitter action
� Ex. Black widow venom ACh agonist

�Antagonist: blocks neurotransmitter 
action
� Ex. Curare ACh antagonist

�Can interfere with 1) NT release, 2) NT 
reuptake, 3) NT breakdown
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Response to Interference

Homeostasis: maintaining preferred state
Example: temperature increases = sweat

Response to NT Interference

� Side effects: unintended NT action

� Prolonged use: neurons will 1) change NT 
production, 2) change number of receptors

� Tolerance: need more & more for effects

� Withdrawal: physical & emotional symptoms felt 
when drug is not used

� Dependence: lack of normal functioning without 
drug; use required to avoid withdrawal
� Example: Heroin use vs. withdrawal

� overdose

Example: Amphetamines block Dopamine reuptake.   Alcohol?
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Addiction
� 2 of the following in a 12 month period:

� Substance used more than intended

� Persistent desire or unsuccessful attempt to control use

� Great deal of time spent in obtaining, using, or recovering 
from substance use

� Craving or strong desire for substance use

� Ignore obligations (home/school/work) due to substance use

� Continued use despite interpersonal problems caused by use

� Social/work activities given up because of use

� Recurrent substance use in hazardous situations

� Use despite physical/psych problem caused by substance

� Tolerance or withdrawal

Classes of Drugs

� Depressants: reduce tension, euphoria, dis-
inhibition, drowsiness, muscle relaxation
� alcohol, barbiturates, anti-anxiety, Rohypnol

� Stimulants: exhilaration, euphoria, high energy, 
reduced appetite, sociability
� cocaine, (meth)amphetamine, MDMA

� Opiates: euphoria, rush of pleasure, pain relief
� Heroin, morphine, Oxycodone

� Hallucinogens: distorted sensations, euphoria, 
mild delusions, hallucinations
� LSD, mescaline, psilocybin (mushrooms), marijuana

Discussion

�Write down any questions you have 
about sleep or dreams
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Consciousness

�Awareness of oneself and everything 
that is going on in surroundings

�What other states are there besides 
constant attention?
� Daydreaming, sleeping, dreaming, coma, 

meditation, hypnosis, chanting, praying, 
meditation, zoning

Why do we Sleep?

�Biology

� Circadian rhythm: 24 hour wake sleep 
cycle; daily periods of energy/tiredness

� Pineal gland (melatonin), hypothalamus 
(SCN); interaction of hormones & NT

�Adaptive/Evolutionary Theory
� Species adapt their sleep patterns (time 

asleep, day/night sleep) for survival

What happens when we 
sleep?

�Restorative/Repair Theory
� Growth regulation – growth happens in sleep

� Cell repair – immune system most active in sleep

� Memory storage – process of sorting and storing 
memories happens in sleep
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Brain Waves in Sleep Cycle

�Awake – beta waves

�Stage 1 (heavy relaxation/light sleep) –
alpha waves

�Stage 2 – theta waves

�Stage 3 – some delta waves

�Stage 4 (deepest sleep) – delta waves
http://howtogetfocused.com/chapters/leveraging-sleep-to-become-more-focused

Sleep Cycle

�Stages 1-4 (NREM)

�At each stage: breathing slows more, 
heart rate and temperature decrease, 
some muscle movement

�Can have sleepwalking, bed wetting, 
night terrors
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Sleep Cycle

�Rapid Eye Movement (REM)

� Dreams, increased heart rate, lots of 
brain activity, rapid eye movements, 
large muscles paralyzed (REM 
paralysis), brain waves similar to beta 
(when awake)

Discussion

�What is the last dream that you 
remember? What did it mean? Why do 
we  dream?

Dream Theories

�Activation synthesis hypothesis
� To keep our brain active 
during sleep, the pons sends
random signals to the frontal 
lobe which are interpreted
as dreams when our brain
tries to make meaning
(MindAwakeAsl 16:15-19:50, 21:14-22:43)

� Cognitive: memory sorting (e.g. early dreams)
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Dream Theories

�Psychodynamic (Freud): the unconscious 
desires that we can’t face

surface & cause dreams
�Mind vs. Brain

�Wish fulfillment
�Manifest content (story)

�Latent content (symbolism)

Sleep Disorders

�Narcolepsy: sudden dream sleep

�Night terrors: kicking, screaming sleep 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQXJWzLjzLk

� Vs. Nightmares: bad dreams (REM sleep)

�Sleep walking: moving around in sleep

�REM Behavior Disorder: large muscles 
not paralyzed during dreams

Sleep Disorders

� Insomnia: trouble falling or staying asleep
� Stress, pre-bedtime activity (work, exercise), 

alcohol/caffeine, irregular schedule, bed, illness, 
environment, other people, pain/discomfort, 
pregnancy, hormones, behavioral cues

� Mood, attention, emotion (apathy), micro-sleeps, 
immune system, cardiovascular system, metabolism, 
nervous system, decision-making, risk taking, more 
prone to: accidents, depression, drug/alcohol use
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Meditation

� focusing attention, block out distractions, 
concentrate
� Video: Meditation changes brain

� Can change brain waves, heart rate, oxygen 
consumption, sweat gland activity

� Increases emotional control, positive emotions, 
hopefulness

Hypnosis

Suggestible state of consciousness

DP Mind Hidden Divided 12:20-18:00


